Across
2. 'relativity' of viewpoints [ANEKANTVAD]
4. non soulness, no self [ANATMAN]
8. city where Buddha delivered his first sermon [BANARAS]
12. the last Noble Truth: follow the __________ (two words) path [EIGHTFOLD]
14. Three Gems: right belief, right knowledge, and right ______ [CONDUCT]
15. 1st mahavrat of Jainism [AHIMSA]
16. brahmin, vaishya, shudra, etc [CASTE]
17. both founders were born during which century [SIXTH]
18. 24th teacher of the Jain faith [MAHAVIRA]
19. cycle of birth, death, and rebirth [SAMSARA]
20. Buddhist term for the cause of pain [TANHA]

Down
1. in general, nirvana means this [ENLIGHTENMENT]
3. country where the founders of Jainism and Buddhism were born [INDIA]
5. meaning of dhyana [MEDITATION]
6. sect of Jains who believe women can be liberated [SHVETAMBARA]
7. 'fetter, shackle', Buddha's son [RAHULA]
9. the founder of Buddhism's first name [SIDDHARTHA]
10. Buddha encountered the four sights: a diseased person, an elderly person, a peaceful monk, and a rotting ______. [CORPSE]
11. the term for a Jain liberated teacher [TIRTHANKARA]
13. more conservative branch of Buddhism [THERAVADA]